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REWILD 
THE CHILD

As the final touches are being put to Kew’s new Children’s Garden,  
naturalist and BBC TV presenter Nick Baker tells us how he first connected  

with nature and then developed a life-long love of the natural world
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with a child. You’ll start to see these green spaces we call 
gardens as the magical places they really are. 

As much as I fear to say this in Kew magazine, gardens are 
not just about admiring plants – they’re as much about lying 
on the grass, eyes shut and listening to the kinetic energy  
of the place, the buzz of countless bees and flies that your 
flowers draw in, while at the same time imagining the millions 
of invisible interactions yet to be discovered or hidden out of 
sight. The coming and going of gas molecules, the gathering  
of sunlight and the multitudes of animals converting leaves 
into their lives, right down to the symbiotic relationships  
deep within the soil – the bacteria and fungi that are all part  
of a bigger but unseen world.

As a kid, my garden was a vital space – it was my playground, 
but it was a school too – where lessons were learned by stealth. 
It was a place to escape the house and my parents’ rules,  
a place to be alone but not lonely, to let off steam, to reflect,  
to witness the magic and the beauty and the cruelty of life in  
a safe microcosm. In a garden you can be close to the ‘wild’, 
and while it’s a safe and reassuring space, it’s also one that 
contains as much adventure and excitement as anywhere  

I
t’s not an exaggeration to say that it was in a garden that  
I first learned to taste the wild. My first nature experience 
wasn’t in a wilderness or a nature reserve, it wasn’t in some 
distant or exotic locale, but in a garden. 
In my case, this was a patch of green space that came with 

the semi on a housing estate just outside Crawley. But don’t 
make the mistake of dismissing this small space as an 
uninspiring one. To the seven-year-old me, its location  
didn’t matter a jot. Such definitions and demarcations were 
completely irrelevant. If anything, a creature, plant or fungus 
in ‘my’ garden was better – it was close to me, almost mine, 
touchable. And if there’s something we all crave in some 
subconscious way, it’s a close proximity to other living things.

The importance of this place, the creatures I met and 
indeed the lessons I learned there were far from the common  
or garden variety. Well, that’s not entirely true of course, they 
were. But they were certainly not, in the usual definition of  
that phrase, boring. In that garden I had adventures as good  
as any I’ve had since – my mind was blown by endless 
curiosities. To see them, you just need to ‘connect’ with  
what’s around you.

To the seven-year-old me, it was in a garden that my curiosity 
for life was first piqued. I marvelled at the herds of woodlice 
and the attendant millipedes and centipedes dwelling under 
stones in the rockery. I could part the purple curtains of 
aubrieta to reveal the daytime retreat of the ever-fascinating 
snails, which I would collect up and race, watch their breathing 
pore open and shut, time their breaths and touch their 
tentacles, watching the black dot of a pupil travel up and  
down inside. It was here I witnessed the miraculous thrill of a 
butterfly spilling out of a chrysalis, the shape-shifting tadpole 
sprouting its first legs, and the violence of ants dismembering  
a cranefly (that I might have deliberately fed to them… I was, 
after all, a boy experimenting). Horrible? Yes, but horribly 

fascinating… This was life, ecology, the rules of nature 
unfurling in front of me for real, not on the Serengeti on TV.

During these early explorations, plants didn’t figure in  
the same way as the animals – plants live at a different speed  
to a young boy and didn’t catch my early imagination in the 
same way. Plants and fungi were the backdrop, the scenery, 
they were things to poke (in the case of a shaggy ink cap,  
I still can’t resist this). Plants were things to climb up and  
to hide behind, their leaves were used to feed my growing 
menagerie of caterpillars and I would visit certain flowers to 
find butterflies and bees. Their subtle influence however was  
there, I was beginning to understand the interconnectedness  
of all things – plant, fungus and animal.

You may think I’m making this up. Being a little over-
imaginative perhaps? If you do, then you’re showing the early 
symptoms of disconnection with the natural world. I implore 
you to go looking yourself. I don’t mean the way you might 
peruse a shop window or in that everyday way that you might 
look for traffic when crossing a street. No, I mean really look: 
immerse yourself. Go outside and see nature as if it’s for the 
first time – find the child within you or, better still, go seeking 

Right: gardens offer 
endless opportunities 
for children to explore 

and get closer to nature
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CONNECTING

CHILDREN
WITH

NATURE

Kew’s new Children’s Garden has been designed so that kids 
can get stuck in, get mucky and enjoy the delights of playing 
outdoors in a beautiful natural space. When the garden opens 
on 18 May, children will be able to explore four amazing new 
areas – the earth, air, sun and water gardens. Each is based on 
an element that plants need to grow and is full of surprises. 

From sand pits to worm slides, water pumps to a windflower 
forest, as well as hammocks, trampolines and swings, there’s 
plenty to keep kids happy and engaged. There’s even a pine 
tree wilderness climbing space for the more adventurous. 
But this isn’t just a playground, as the hundreds of carefully 
chosen shrubs, trees and flowers will attest. It’s a place to 
enjoy and explore nature too. 

This inspiring new garden will help you and your family 
discover a love of plants and natural play. You’ll enter through 
a tunnel of scented climbing plants, which leads into the oak 
tree circle. Here, children can climb up a 4m-high canopy 
walkway around a 200-year-old oak tree, or head off into  
one of the four themed gardens. 

Kew’s Suzie Jewell, the designer of the garden, explains:  
‘With the Children’s Garden we really wanted to create a 
unique space for children to play in that will not only be fun 
and stimulate their imagination, but will also give them a 
different perspective on how plants grow and why they’re  
so important. Part of what makes this space so special is  
that we had existing trees, around which we could map the  
paths and play areas – it became a play area among the  
trees – something quite different in London. I hope that  
this will lead to a deeper connection with nature and a  
life-long love of plants.’

Far right: naturalist and 
broadcaster Nick Baker 

says gardens are a 
gateway to a love of 

the natural world



VISIT KEW’S NEW CHILDREN’S GARDEN
The Children’s Garden at Kew opens on 18 May. It has been designed  
for children aged 2–12 as a fun interactive space where families can 
explore everything that a plant needs to grow. Parents and carers  
must supervise their children at all times. Find out more about the 
garden at kew.org and get the latest news about the opening via Kew’s 
social media (@kewgardens). See also the Director’s View on p9.

For details of the special members’ previews of Kew’s Children’s  
Garden on 6 and 7 April, turn to p17.

Also check out the Kew Children’s Guide to help you get the most out  
of your family visits to the Gardens. You can buy it at kew.org/shop or  
in the bookshops at Victoria Plaza or White Peaks for just £5.
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else on Earth. It’s a place where, if we let it, and garden 
imaginatively and not too tidily, we can live as part of nature, 
not divorced from it. In these modern times, where wildlife 
has, in many ways, become a commodity – a weekend 
‘experience’, something to be visited, watched on TV, sold  
at the turnstile, something that’s over there, not here –  
this is a particularly salient point. 

We are finally learning that time in nature is actually good 
for us. We live in an age when we might be the first generation 
to have a longer life expectancy than our kids, in a time of 
increasing childhood obesity and mental health issues in the 
young. It may seem that the answer to this complex situation 
can only be a complex one. However, I strongly suspect that 
part of the cure to the societal cul-de-sac in which we find 
ourselves is so simple it’s easy to overlook, and that is  
exposure to nature. And surely the best and closest place  
for most of us to still encounter it is in a garden.

The finishing touches are 
still being added to Kew’s 

new Children’s Garden, 
including the earth garden 

(right) with its huge sand 
pit, and the water garden 

(below) where children will 
be able to play in streams 
and operate sluice gates

Kew’s Children’s Garden is being created with the generous support 
of donors and sponsors. You can play a vital part in realising 

this extraordinary garden, inspiring the next generation with the 
importance and beauty of plants and the environment.  
To support the new Children’s Garden, please donate at  

kew.org/inspire or call 020 8332 3248.


